
SOHO — Small Office/Home Office Selections
Because every office deserves the right furnishings.

Looking for office furniture for a tiny space?  The SOHO Collection by 

Mayline® offers simple, yet stylish options for compact modular office 

furniture - specifically designed with small work spaces in mind. 

Ideal for start-ups, small offices, home offices, or wherever space is limited, 

the smaller footprint of these compact workstations takes up less floor 

space, but still provides plenty of work surface area without compromising 

functionality or style.

All new SOHO products qualify for our Fast Freight and Quick-Ship programs.

SOHO 
Desking



SOHO Desking  
Big benefits for small 
spaces.
1.  Highly functional, freestanding 

modular desks.  
The SOHO line features smart, 
organizational options that are both 
affordable and accessible.  From 
perforated steel to textured laminate, 
from simplistic traditional desks to sleek 
contemporary glass-top designs, our 
SOHO collection may be small, but it has 
lots of style to offer.

2.  SOHO + Mobility = Small Office/
Home Office Bliss!  
A wide selection of PC/laptop 
workstations, mobile pedestals, and 
mobile multimedia carts offer the 
technology support you need while 
meeting personal work styles.

3.  Accent shelving options 
to complete small-office 
environments.  
With distinctive styling, clean lines, and 
contemporary look, a variety of shelving 
and bookcase options can complement 
your office.  Many desks/workstations 
include built-in shelves and/or pedestals 
for storage.
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1002 STORAGE DESK

1001VL V-DESK WITH LAMAINATE TOP

1005 COMPUTER DESK AND 1008 B/B/F PED
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accommodating
Compact workstations come in different 
styles, sizes, and shapes so you can get just 
the right amount of work surface and storage 
space to accommodate your daily tasks.

stylish
Simplistic yet elegant, our SOHO options 
offer a streamlined look and finishes that will 
wow.

resourceful
With functional features that keep all 
technology organized and in easy reach, 
plus space-saving sensibilities and mobility 
throughout much of the line, our SOHO 
collection is a prudent choice to support 
small-office performance.


